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2 Book Bundle DealHow to be Irish + The Big Irish CookbookHow to be Irish: A humorous

guide to all things Irish! So ya want to be Irish eh?Well then, you’ve come to the rite place! In

this humorous eBook the author gives clear and hilarious guidelines on how to become more

Irish than the Irish themselves. No subject is left untouched, from Irish slang, famous Irish

castles and landmarks to Ireland's newest UFC hero Conor McGregor aka “The Notorious”.

This eBook is a must for anyone intending to visit Ireland or for the millions of Irish diaspora

abroad wanting to reconnect with their Irish heritage.So find a comfy spot, grab a pint of

Guinness and soon (through a process known as osmosis) you’ll be pissed and havin the

craic……… •Common Myths•REAL Irish Facts•Personality Traits•Religion•The

Weather•Heroes•The GAA•The Pub•The Language•Slang Terminology/Phrases•Important

Places•Do’s and Don’ts for Tourists•The LawWarning: Contains some good auld Irish

begrudgery! The Big Irish Cookbook: Traditional mouth-watering Irish Recipes These Irish

meals will your warm your soul!As an Irishman living abroad, I love nothing more than making

traditional Irish foods to reconnect with my roots. That is where Traditional Irish Recipes has

played a huge role in my life. While these recipes may be straightforward and simple, they are

delicious. From the popular full Irish breakfast to the world famous Irish Stew, this book covers

everything from main courses to desserts and everything in between.I grew up making these

recipes and have many fond memories of days spent in the kitchen with my Grandmother

cooking up enough food to feed a small army. These are not just ordinary recipes these are

traditional Irish recipes handed down from generation to generation, with each adding their

own slight twist.I hope you and your family will make some fond memories of your own while

enjoying these delicious traditional foods.Some traditional Irish recipes include the

following:•Full Irish Breakfast•Potato and Leek Soup•Irish Soda bread•Irish Beef

Stew•Sheppard’s Pie•Steak and Guinness Pie•Irish Whiskey Cake•Irish Cream Brownies Grab

your copy today!Also available in paperback, it’s a handy book to have lying about in the

kitchen! Keywords: Irish cookbook, Irish cooking, Irish traditional cooking, Irish recipes,

vegetable soup cookbook, visiting Ireland



How to be Irish… Sure tis great craic!By S. DalyCopyright © S. Daly 2016 All Rights

Reserved No part of this eBook may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any

means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording or by any information

storage and retrieval system, without written permission from the author. The material and

advice in this book is for informational purposes only. This is a work of fiction. Any names or

characters, businesses or places, events or incidents, are fictitious. Any resemblance to actual

persons, living or dead, or actual events is purely coincidental. Warning: This book is suitable

for adults (18+) only as it contains adult language. Do not read if you are offended by such

content or if you are under the age of 18. For questions and comments about this book, please

contact the author at author.daly@mail.comHello there, how are ye? If you are one of them

poor misfortunate creatures born outside the island of Ireland, then fear not, there are still a

few things ye can do to be Irish. Follow the steps in this simple book and you’ll be able to pass

for a native in no time. So find a comfy spot, grab a pint of Guinness and soon (through a

process known as osmosis) you’ll be pissed and havin the craic…For all my fellow Irishmen

and women, Sure aren’t we gas out!Table of Contents Common MythsREAL Irish

FactsPersonality TraitsReligionThe WeatherHeroesThe GAAThe PubThe LanguageSlang

Terminology/PhrasesImportant PlacesDo’s and Don’ts for TouristsThe Law Common MythsSo

you want to be Irish eh? Well, who could blame you, sure aren’t we only something else, to be

fair to us. Anyway enough about us, how about you? Why do you want to be Irish? Are you

visiting? Or perhaps you’ve won the genetic lottery and have some Irish blood in you. Either

way, this is the book you need to read if you want to improve your understanding of all things

Irish or if you want to avoid standing out like a pure edjet on your upcoming visit. So fear not,

by the time you finish this book you’ll be as Irish as meself, well almost.Now the first thing to

get out of the way is all them silly myths about Ireland and its people. Myths, fibs or old wives’

tales (don’t even ask) as they are called in Ireland refer to misconstrued global myths relating

to the country.So here I am going to list the most common ones so that you don’t stand out like

a sore thumb on your trip.Everyone says “Top of the morning to ya!” No! That is just wrong on

so many levels.We eat lucky charms for breakfast. Nope, I’m pretty sure you can’t even buy

them here.All Irish women wear Claddagh rings. No Irish woman past the age of twelve would

be caught dead wearing a Claddagh ringWe all have red hair False, in fact just 10% of the

population has red, auburn or strawberry blond hair. Redheads are also affectionately referred

to as gingers, carrot toppers or my personal favourite, ginger nuts, charming eh!Everyone here

speaks Irish! Sure, you’ll find the odd weirdo hidden in a ditch alongside the western shoreline

who is a fluent Gaeilgeoir (Irish speaker) but the vast majority of us are unable or unwilling to

string a sentence together.Irish dancing is the done thing on a night out. We don’t be Irish

dancing in the nightclub on a Saturday night unless you’re in Leitrim.Leprechauns roam the

lands. Many strange creatures roam the green fields of Ireland, (my uncle Tommy being one of

them) but leprechauns, I’m afraid, are not running around the place shouting “bejasus!”The

Irish are always friendly! It is true that most Irish people will give you the shirts off their back,

there are however a few who wouldn’t give you the steam off their piss.The Irish are great

storytellers. Yes, it’s true that many a seanachai entertained our ancestors with stories of

heroic tales but the seanachai are a dying breed. The stories told nowadays would bore the

balls of a donkey.The Irish are poor misfortunate mostly rural peasants. Now no one is quite

sure where this vicious rumour started but we have blamed the English for centuries so I won’t

break tradition. This is a complete myth for the majority of the country, except for the following



areas, Leitrim, Longford, and Donegal. These areas are still mostly inhabited by poor, filthy,

rural peasants. I’m just kidding (mostly).The sound of a Banshee (ghost) can be heard

throughout the land at night. No! What you’re more than likely hearing is my uncle, Tommy

roaring while roaming the fields. He does be gas that fella!The Irish are always drunk. It’s true

that the majority of Irish folk are partial to an odd brandy, whiskey, pint, etc., and we head out

on the weekends to get locked (drunk) but unlike the British we can actually take our drink.We

only eat potatoes. While this was indeed true for centuries, the Great Famine forced us as a

nation to become partial to different types of food. We are now a very sophisticated nation with

a varied diet including, steak, Starbucks, pot noodle and lasagne to name but a fewIrish people

are all farmers. This is a major myth just 7.7% of the population are full-time farmers (Census

2010).It’s all cows and green fields. A lot of the country is taken up with cows and fields but

finding either of these in Dublin would be the equivalent of finding a polar bear in the Sahara

Desert.Everyone lives in a thatched roof cottage. This rumour seemed to go viral (or whatever

the equivalent was in the old days) due to popular films such as “Ryan’s daughter” and “The

field.” So no! In fact, there are less than 1,500 thatched roof dwelling in Ireland.We always wear

green, white and gold. While a lot of the nation dress up on national occasions and for national

sport events, my advice is if you see any Irishman dressed in these colours when there are no

special national events, well then, you would be best to walk across the street to avoid him.Irish

people are ugly. Now the Irish were never a nation known for their national beauty but due to a

greater widening of the genetic pool things have been improving. Examples, Colin Farrell,

Jamie Dornan, Patrick Dempsey and let’s not forget the ladies, Nadia Forde, Saoirse Ronan,

Roseanna Davison. See! All feckin gorgeous!We wear Kilts and play the bag pipes. This is true

in Scotland NOT Ireland. If I had a euro for every time I heard a tourist make this mistake, well

then I wouldn’t have to write this book because I’d be stinking rich.There is an on-going civil

war making a visit to Northern Ireland dangerous! I’m shocked at how often I hear this one.

While it’s true there is still some dissident trouble in the North this is limited to very small and

isolated events.The Islands of Ireland and the United Kingdom are the same. No, they are not.

Ireland is a completely separate Island with its own government. However, the UK does still

own these six northern counties: Antrim, Armagh, Down, Fermanagh, Londonderry, and

Tyrone. Confused? Me too!Irish people only listen to diddle eye music and rebel songs. False,

thanks to MTV and top of the pops we have broadened our horizons musically at least. Most

are still partial to some diddle eye music, especially in the Pub.

Everyone says “Top of the morning to ya!” No! That is just wrong on so many levels.We eat

lucky charms for breakfast. Nope, I’m pretty sure you can’t even buy them here.All Irish women

wear Claddagh rings. No Irish woman past the age of twelve would be caught dead wearing a

Claddagh ringWe all have red hair False, in fact just 10% of the population has red, auburn or

strawberry blond hair. Redheads are also affectionately referred to as gingers, carrot toppers or

my personal favourite, ginger nuts, charming eh!Everyone here speaks Irish! Sure, you’ll find

the odd weirdo hidden in a ditch alongside the western shoreline who is a fluent Gaeilgeoir

(Irish speaker) but the vast majority of us are unable or unwilling to string a sentence

together.Irish dancing is the done thing on a night out. We don’t be Irish dancing in the

nightclub on a Saturday night unless you’re in Leitrim.Leprechauns roam the lands. Many

strange creatures roam the green fields of Ireland, (my uncle Tommy being one of them) but

leprechauns, I’m afraid, are not running around the place shouting “bejasus!”The Irish are

always friendly! It is true that most Irish people will give you the shirts off their back, there are

however a few who wouldn’t give you the steam off their piss.The Irish are great storytellers.



Yes, it’s true that many a seanachai entertained our ancestors with stories of heroic tales but

the seanachai are a dying breed. The stories told nowadays would bore the balls of a

donkey.The Irish are poor misfortunate mostly rural peasants. Now no one is quite sure where

this vicious rumour started but we have blamed the English for centuries so I won’t break

tradition. This is a complete myth for the majority of the country, except for the following areas,

Leitrim, Longford, and Donegal. These areas are still mostly inhabited by poor, filthy, rural

peasants. I’m just kidding (mostly).The sound of a Banshee (ghost) can be heard throughout

the land at night. No! What you’re more than likely hearing is my uncle, Tommy roaring while

roaming the fields. He does be gas that fella!The Irish are always drunk. It’s true that the

majority of Irish folk are partial to an odd brandy, whiskey, pint, etc., and we head out on the

weekends to get locked (drunk) but unlike the British we can actually take our drink.We only

eat potatoes. While this was indeed true for centuries, the Great Famine forced us as a nation

to become partial to different types of food. We are now a very sophisticated nation with a

varied diet including, steak, Starbucks, pot noodle and lasagne to name but a fewIrish people

are all farmers. This is a major myth just 7.7% of the population are full-time farmers (Census

2010).It’s all cows and green fields. A lot of the country is taken up with cows and fields but

finding either of these in Dublin would be the equivalent of finding a polar bear in the Sahara

Desert.Everyone lives in a thatched roof cottage. This rumour seemed to go viral (or whatever

the equivalent was in the old days) due to popular films such as “Ryan’s daughter” and “The

field.” So no! In fact, there are less than 1,500 thatched roof dwelling in Ireland.We always wear

green, white and gold. While a lot of the nation dress up on national occasions and for national

sport events, my advice is if you see any Irishman dressed in these colours when there are no

special national events, well then, you would be best to walk across the street to avoid him.Irish

people are ugly. Now the Irish were never a nation known for their national beauty but due to a

greater widening of the genetic pool things have been improving. Examples, Colin Farrell,

Jamie Dornan, Patrick Dempsey and let’s not forget the ladies, Nadia Forde, Saoirse Ronan,

Roseanna Davison. See! All feckin gorgeous!We wear Kilts and play the bag pipes. This is true

in Scotland NOT Ireland. If I had a euro for every time I heard a tourist make this mistake, well

then I wouldn’t have to write this book because I’d be stinking rich.There is an on-going civil

war making a visit to Northern Ireland dangerous! I’m shocked at how often I hear this one.

While it’s true there is still some dissident trouble in the North this is limited to very small and

isolated events.The Islands of Ireland and the United Kingdom are the same. No, they are not.

Ireland is a completely separate Island with its own government. However, the UK does still

own these six northern counties: Antrim, Armagh, Down, Fermanagh, Londonderry, and

Tyrone. Confused? Me too!Irish people only listen to diddle eye music and rebel songs. False,

thanks to MTV and top of the pops we have broadened our horizons musically at least. Most

are still partial to some diddle eye music, especially in the Pub.REAL Irish FactsOkay so now

that’s the horse-shit out of the way! Time to get down to the nitty-gritty (details) of what

qualities real Irish people possess. Irish folk are genetically incapable of keeping a secret.We

are religious but rarely go to mass.Irish people apologise for everything even when they’re not

in the wrong.Irish people generally hate Patricks day. Flocking to the pubs, they drink all day

whilst hiding from the yanks outside enjoying the parade usually screaming from their lungs

“Oh my God, I’m like sooo Irish” no love, no you’re not.We become strangely poetic after a few

pints.Listening is not our strong point. We can’t wait for the other person to stop talking so we

can start talking instead.We love our mammies because they make us Irish stew, tea and fill

our hot water bottles.Irish stew is really just a euphemism for “boiled leftovers from the

fridge.”Everyone is, or knows, at least one Murphy.That reminds me, Murphy ’s Law: Anything



that can go wrong will go wrong!The average height of an Irish man is 5 ft 8 inches.The longest

place name in Ireland is called Muckanaghederdauhaulia in County Galway, I hear tis only

beautiful.We like the odd drink: Irish people consume on average 131.1 litres of beer per year,

impressive eh?There are more Irish people living outside Ireland than Inside: Yep we do like to

spread out wings. 70 million people worldwide claim to have Irish heritage. Including Obama.In

fact, the white house was designed by an Irish man. Yes, James Hoban won a competition in

1792 allowing him to create the building.Ireland’s highest mountain is Carraunttoohill, standing

at 1041meters.Irelands oldest pub is Sean’s bar which opened in Athlone in 900AD.Irish

people love their tea. The average Irish person goes through about 1184 cups each year!The

Population of Ireland is 4.5 million (2013).Irish people talk incessantly about the weather, it’s a

national hobby.Northside/southside: In most Irish cities or towns there is a divide, usually

physically by a river. Northsiders are generally thought of as working class folk who embrace

the rougher side of life. Southsiders, on the other hand, are more well-to-do (posh) and

embrace an even rougher side of life. Sure we’re all just big Irish edjets anyway!We all drop

everything (literally, babies and all) the minute we hear the Angelus.The remains of Saint

Valentine (the patron saint of love) are buried under a church in Dublin.The three most popular

boy’s names (2015) are Conor, Sean, and Jack.The three most popular girl’s names (2015) are

Emma, Sophie, and Aoife.Ambran na bhFiann is the Irish national anthem, but few actually

know the words to it!The unofficial national anthem is Mark McCabes “Maniac 2000”. It was so

popular worldwide it even featured in an episode of the Simpson’s.Saint Patrick wasn’t even

Irish; he was from Wales. See, us Irish are a very welcoming bunch, we took in foreigners

before we even knew what a foreigner was!The Irish flag (green, white and orange) has a

specific meaning. The green represents Gaelic Irish, the orange represents Ulster and the

white part represents the bit in the middle where the two traditions can co-exist.Ireland is the

only country in the world whose national symbol is a musical instrument, the harp!Getting “the

birthday bumps” was a traumatic part of every Irish person childhood. If your schoolmates

found out it was your birthday, they would grab you by the hands and feet and proceed to

subject you to a succession of lifts and drops, usually over hard concrete (this depended on

their mood). Eventually, there was always one cowardly bastard scared of repercussions and

ended the fiasco.There are more mobile phones in Ireland than there are people. Sure, we love

the auld chit chat.The home of Guinness is in Dublin. The famous Guinness Brewery at St.

James Gate has a 9,000-year lease. So fear not there are plenty of pints for the foreseeable

future.Speaking of Guinness, in 1974 a bizarre medical case occurred when a baby was born

with the cap of a Guinness stout bottle stuck in its scalp. The only explanation doctors had was

that the mother must have accidentally swallowed the cap at some point in during the

pregnancy, lovely!An old name for Wicklow people was “goat suckers.” Enough said!In 1800 the

population of Ireland was twice as large as the population of the United States, then the famine

happened and fecked it all up for us.Ireland is home to the world’s longest-running television

show. Yep “The Late Late Show” has been running since 1961, discussing controversial issues

such as condoms, gay marriage and interviewing the odd Z-list celebrity.Personality TraitsYes,

we Irish are indeed a quite unique race. Our personality traits differ quite substantially from

those of any other civilised—or not so civilised—country. If you really want to be Irish, below is

a list of traits that you really should start practicing.Self-depreciationAlso known as the act of

belittling, degrading or undervaluing oneself, usually in the presence of others, in an attempt to

appear modest or foolish. This can be a hard trait to grasp if you’re not born and bred in

Ireland. Especially for the yanks, Christ ye will find this one very difficult. Basically, just tell

yourself you’re a useless, fat, good for nothing pile of shite for a few days and that will help get



you into the mind-set of self-depreciation. Here is an example to make things a bit

easier:Example 1Woman number 1: “Mary that’s a lovely dress you’re wearing.”Woman

number 2: “Are you serious? It’s horrible, I just threw it on ‘cause I had nothing else to wear. I

look like a pig in it.”Example 2Man number 1: “Paddy you’re lookin well.”Man number 2 “Well?

Are you feckin blind Tommy, I look like a walking corpse, in fact, a corpse would look better

than me!”You see the key is to NEVER take a compliment, from anyone,

EVER! EmbarrassmentThis is a pretty basic trait. If an American person gets embarrassed,

they will confidently yell “Oh my Gosh I am so embarrassed”. If an Irish person said that, they

would die there and then on the spot. When an Irish person gets embarrassed, firstly, they

hope nobody has noticed the embarrassing incident. Then they get paranoid, their face turns a

peculiar purple colour, beads of sweat appear on their forehead and the final step is to cower

for cover in a corner praying to the good Lord above that the ground will open up and swallow

you whole. (It rarely does.)Example: Pretend somebody has tripped in a busy street.The

American: “Oh my gosh, Oh Gosh I am soooo embarrassed, excuse me, excuse me Sir could

you help me up please, why thank you soooo much.”The Irish: They say nothing, why?

Because they jumped back up faster than they fell down and ran down the street with a big

purple head on them.So the key is to NEVER draw unwanted attention to yourself,

EVER! Black HumourEveryone knows what humour is right? Well, let’s just say the Irish have a

peculiar take on it. Black Irish humour basically refers to making sick, hurtful, morally wrong

jokes at the most desperate of times in a rather futile attempt to lighten the mood. Nobody is

quite sure when this came info fashion but the educated guess would suggest somewhere in or

around 1845. The great famine was happening at this time and we were feckin starving and

miserable because the Brits stole the last few decent potatoes we had left. Anyway we Irish are

not ones to hold a grudge.If you really want to be Irish, you need to incorporate some black

humour into those sad, terrible times we all go through at one point or another.Example 1:

Mary is in bed dying, she has only hours to live.Woman: “Aren’t you the lucky one Mary, getting

out of this shithole.”Mary: “Sure I’m looking forward to it, better than listening to ye lot any

day.”Example 2: Paddy loses his right arm in a farming accident.Man 1 “I heard you were

fighting with the tractor again Paddy.”Paddy “Oh Christ, I was, Mick, but the bastard won this

time.”So as you can see, never take a serious situation seriously, Ever! BanterAah, banter, the

greatest thing since the sliced pan. Banter has been around for centuries. It refers to the

exchange of often insulting humiliating remarks in a good-humoured teasing way. Now banter

can be found in many cultures throughout the world but the Irish banter is slightly cruder,

slightly more insulting and slightly more politically incorrect. Us Irish don’t like to do things by

half measures.Example 1: Two men who are lifelong friends engage in some friendly

banter.Man 1: “You’re nothing but an auld (old) bastard Paddy!”Man 2: “Right back at ya

Tommy, ya ignorant pile of shite!”Example 2: Two co-workers are working in an office.Woman 1:

“I hate my job!”Woman 2: “Do you know there’s a support group for that?”Woman 1:

“Really?”Woman 2: “Yea it’s called EVERYONE, they meet in the pub on a Friday night.”So

NEVER give anyone an inch, ‘cause they’ll take a feckin mile! Hypocrite (Two-faced!)Tis’ true,

us Irish are a bunch of feckin hypocrites and we’re proud of it. The Argentinian novelist Maria

Araoz summed it up quite well when she said: “If there were only three Irish men in the world

you’d find two of them in the corner talking about the other!” It’s not something we do out of

badness, it’s more like a subconscious hobby that passes the time.Example: Three men are

working in on a building site laying concrete blocks.Man 1: “You’re a great little worker Sean,

isn’t he Paddy?”Man 2: “Oh Christ John he is, a great little worker our Sean.”Man 3: “Thanks,

lads, I’m just goin to the jacks (toilet) I’ll be back in two minutes.”One minute laterMan 1: “He’s a



lazy fuckin bastard that Sean.”Man 2 “Oh he is, wouldn’t do a stroke (thing) the lazy shite.”So

NEVER talk bad about anyone, until they turn their back on you! Bligard/Bluffer/FakerThe art of

being a bligard is something built into all Irish men from birth. It’s a tricky one to describe.

Basically it's similar to a poker bluff, you big yourself up in the hope that some feckin edjet

actually thinks you have a good hand, which you don’t.Example: A group of men are talking at

work on a Monday morning:Man 1: “Good weekend lads?”Man 2: “I did anyway, I drank twenty

pints Saturday night and had another ten for breakfast the following morning.”Man 3: “You’re an

awful edjet!”As you can tell man number two was bligarding/bluffing or just being a gobshite!

So, NEVER underestimate yourself, instead overestimate and exaggerate everything! Restraint/

unemotionalThe Irish don’t like to get too excited, happy or enthusiastic about anything. If you

ask an Irish person how they are feeling the answer will be “I’m grand! Now feck off!”. We don’t

like making a fuss and we certainly don’t like letting anyone know we are feeling bad or good

for that matter. It’s as if we are stuck in limbo all the time, neither happy nor sad, hence the

term “I’m grand.” W.B Yeats put it very well when he said: “Being Irish, he had an abiding sense

of tragedy, which sustained him through temporary periods of joy.” It’s as if we are afraid to get

too happy because we know some gobshite will come along and feckin ruin it.Example 1: A

woman bumps into her neighbour while doing the messages (groceries):Woman 1: “How are

ye Mary?”Woman 2: “I’m grand and yourself?”Woman 1: “Grand? But sure wasn’t your house

only get burnt to the ground last night, you’re lucky to be alive.”Woman 2: “Aaa don’t be so

dramatic, sure I’m grand!” Example 2: Two men are in a pub while the lottery is onMan 1:

“Bejasus I’m only after winning the feckin lotto Paddy.”Man 2: “You’re jokin?”Man 1: “Why would

I be jokin?”Man 2: “Are you excited?”Man 1: “Year sure, I’m grand,”
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Ashley, “Can't wait to get stuck in!. Lots of delicious food in here, delicious all look delightful, I

work at an Irish restaurant/pub, may see if I can make a few there!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. LUV it and my Irish boss liked it too”

Roberta Simpson, “Five Stars. Love it”

The book by S Daly has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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